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In Memorfum: One
Year Ago Clemson's
Dr. Sikes Died. He will
Live Forever In Our
Memory.
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'Twas the night before Christmas Holidays, and all through
the campus there was a spirit of
good cheer. So a group of cadets
decided to do something to cheer
up the lonely group of Army
boys guarding a trestle near
Clemson.
With this worthy purose in
mind, they fixed up several nice
baskets and proceded to the
point of interest.
Instead of "Merry Christmas,"
they were greeted with "Halt!"
But, as aforementioned, they
were full of Christmas Spirits.
So they didn't halt.
Results were immediate and
loud. And several ametuer Santa
Clausses at once inagurated a
back to the earth movement to
allow the bullet sent in their
direction an unimpeded path
through the atmosphere.
But, regardless of shot and
shell, the Clemson special delivery Christmas goods got through.
And several of "Uncle's Nephews" were made very happy.
(See Tom Clemson, Page 2.)
'

Fertilizer Men
At Convention
Here Over 200

Clemson was represented at the
convention of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science held at Dallas, Texas, during the Christmas holidays by faculty members Dr. G. M. Armstrong, Dr. J. V. Edmond, Dr. C.
H. Arndt, R. A. McGinty, T. W.
Brightwell, and J. T. Bregger.
Dr. Armstrong was made a member of the council. of the American Society of Phytopathology, and
Mr. R. A. McGinty was selected
for the executive committee of the
American Society for Horticultural
Science In the course of elections
held at the convention.

No Diploma Needed
To Get Commission
Colonel Herbert M.
Pool,
commandant, announced yesterday that due to the immediate need for officers in
the rapidly expanding army,
all men who complete the adaifj «! pauoissiuruioa aq mm
SUIUIBJ? o x 'O "3. paonBA
reserve corps.
A new rule was to be inforced this year and it required that in order to get a
commission a cadet must graduate. In view of the international situation the rule has
been s^^nded

* * •

A rare reproduction of a
dagucreotype of John C. Calhoun has been presented to
the College by Miss Bertie Songdon of Georgetown. The original picture was made in Washington in 1844 when Calhoun
was Secretary of State, Thomas
G. Clemson carried this to Belgium when charge d'affairs
there, and the Eckhart and deBlack paintings were done from
it.
" The reproduction was made
In 1893 by Mayor William A.
Courttiey in Charleston, for
several friends. The quoted
statement by Clemson that
"This is the best likeness extant" is certified by James H.
Kion, Clemson's friend and attorney. It is also signed by
.»» Courtney.
Professors A. G. Holmes of
1
the history deportment paid
this and one other copy in the
Calhoun Mansion are the only
copies that were so marked
with the statements and signatures.

New Exam Plan
Ends Conflict

School Asked
Save Paper For
Concert Band

Members of the Concert Band
have asked all cadets to save old
newspapers and magazines and
turn them in at longroll each
night. They will be collected by
band members and sold to raise
funds to send the Concert Band
on tour during the spring.
Tours have been made in the
past at the expense of the memers with the aid of * a small appropriation from the school. Arrangements have been made to
sell all paper collected so that it
will aid in National Defense efforts.
Concert Band officials requested
company commanders and
first
sergeants to urge all cadets to
save the papers and magazines distributed throughout barracks.
The band members had planned
to use money made to buy Defense Bonds but were persuaded
to use the funds for tours, since
the paper itself will be an aid in
National Defense.
v

Senior Platoon To
Drill At Ft. Bragg
The Senior Platoon, crack drill
unit, will give an exhibition drill at
Fort Bragg Saturday morning, it
was announced yesterday by K. S.
Breazeale, leader of the platoon.
They will leave the campus Friday afternoon at twelve-thirty, will
drill for the officers of the army
post at ten-thirty Saturday morning, and will stay for an exhibition
by members of the post on Sunday.
The platoon will return to Clemson
Sunday afternoon, Breazeale said.
Platoon members will probably be
quartered in officers' barracks while
at tba " '

The Clemson College Cadet Corps is "all out" for Victory over
Axis Powers. Framed within a huge Victory "V", are the four class
presidents who have announced an "all out" Defense Bond campaign: Senior Julian Dusenbury, Claussen; Junior Lang Ligon,

Complete rearrangement of the
examination schedule will eliminate
most of the conflicting exams which
have caused so much confusion and
trouble during exam weeks of '.'.v
Greenville: Sophomore Elliott Dodson, Columbia; and "Freshman
last several years, Profesor W. B.
Robert Jennings, Orangeburg. Left inset: Cadet Colonel Kennon
Aull, chairman of the schedule
Breazeale and, right, Commandant Herbert M. Pool.
committee said last night.
The new arrangement, in addition to cutting to a minimum the
conflicts, will insure a uniformly
distributed schedule for each student. Professor Aull saiid.
Under this plan, all freshman
examinations will be held at eight
o'clock a. m., with the exception of
Military Science, which will be held
in the afternoon. Sophomore examinations will be held at 10:40
a. m., except for the
Military
Science exam, which will also be
held in the afternoon. All required
subjects for juniors and seniors will
be scheduled at 2:30 p. m. o'clock,
and electives will be held at either
senior from Newberry; C. E. EpThirteen students and one grad- eight or 10:40 in the mornings.
ting, architectural senior from uate were today inducted into
Greenville; D. G O'Dell, chemi- Gamma Alpha Mu, Honor English
cal senior from Spartanburg; W.
H. Padgett, civil engineering sen- Fraternity for Writers. The gradior from Columbia; B. B. Sams, uate member is Professor Geo. H.
mechanical
engineering s e n io r Aull of the rural sociology departfrom Mt. Pleasant; J. R. Sosnows- ment.
ki, chemical senior from Johns
Students selected are Seniors
Island; F. H. Thames, chemical
engineering senior from Charles- Harris W. Hollis, Francis S. Webston: J. L. Thompson, textile engi- ter' Walter M. Hobson and Carl
neering senior from North Augus- E. Todd. Juniors are Kenneth
ta; and J. G. Young, pre medical Cribb, Richard L. Breeland, Rosenior from Florence.
Junior and senior stud ants, as
bert B. Moise. L. R. Mellichamp,
The", appointment of honorary W. J. Lanham, Maynard Pearls- well, as college graduates, now can
military graduate makes each of tine and Julius H. Mappus, Jr.
enroll for training as officers in
the appointees eligible for applicaOne sophomore, Robert L. Per- the U. S. Naval Reserve under a
tion for an appointment in ..-the ry, and freshman Richard Plow- progressive
program
announced
regular army.
this week by the navy department.
den, Jr., were also accepted.
The men were chosen on the An increased number of graduates
basis of manuscripts submitted for also are eligible under the new reClemson Men To S. C. judgement by Octavu Roy Cohen, quirements.
Engineering Meeting who is sponsor of the organiza- Undergraduates will not be called to active duty until they have
tion.
The South Carolina ^Society of
Manuscrips submitted may be completed their college work.
A 1,000 man quota of officer
Engineers will open its annual two- obtained at Professor John Lane's
day convention in Columbia to- classroom.
candidates has been assigned the
morrow morning, with F. R. Sweeny,
four states—Georgia, Florida, North
Anderson engineer who graduated
and South Carolina—which comARRINGTON TO ARMY
from Clemson in 1906, presiding
Bob Arrington, dairy graduate of prise the sixth and seventh naval
over the meeting.
1940, who has been assistant to Dr. districts. Candidates accepted Will
Professor E. L. Clark, head of. the Paul Miller of the Clemson dairy enroll for training as deck and encivil engineering department at staff for several months, left Sun- gineering officers in the navy V-7
Clemson, is vice-president of the day for Fort Lee, Virginia, where
class.
society. A. E. Johnson, of Colum- he will be commissioned as a second
"Never before has our nation
bia, is the secretary-treasurer.
lieutenent in the quartermaster
needed so large a number of welldepartment.
Brigadier General Holmes B.
Arrington received his
masters trained naval officers as it does
Springs, director of the selective
service set up in South Carolina, degree at the Virginia Polytechnic today,'' declared Rear Admiral W.
H. Allen, commandant of the two
Institute in 1941.
will be the principle speaker.
districts, in announcing the quota.
"And never have the men in these
four states failed to quickly rally
to the needs of their country. I am
expecting the quota to be filled."
College men interested should
—Continued On Page 4—

Fourteen Men Make Writer's Fraternity
Sherman Author Thirteen Seniors Made Honor
Magazine Piece Military Grads By Commandant
Joe Sherman, Clemson publicity
director, is the author of an article, "Hanger Flying", appearing
in the December issue of "Sportsman Pilot", monthly aeronautical
publication.
The article deals with the formation of the Clemson Aero Club, organized in 1927. Starting with a
total capital of seventy dollars, the
members of the club designed/built,
and actually flew a -single seat
monoplane. The plane now hangs
from the ceiling of the wood shop
of the Clemson manual training
department.
Powered with a two-cylinder engine of the World War vintage
that generated only twenty-eight
horsepower, the home built ship
made several successful flights from
the Greenville airport. After numerous forced landings had made the
plane unsafe to fly, it was presented
to the college to be hung in the
wood shop.
Dallas Sherman, brother of the
author, was instigator of the idea
for the club. He is flying at present for Pan American Airways in
Africa.
CALHOUN TO ARMY
Fred H. H. Calhoun, Jr., who
graduated here in 1939, has just
been called to active duty with
th armed forces. Calhoun, a second
lieutenant, is stationed at Fort
Benning.
He is the son of Dr. F. F. H.
Calhoun, head of the chemistry
and geology departments here.

Colonel Herbert M. Poole, commandant,
announced
yessterday
that thirteen senior cadet officers
have been selected' as the honor
military graduates for this year.
In announcing the names of the
men who were selected, the commandant pointed out that eacji of
the honor graduates was chosen
upon the basis of scholastic excellence,
outstanding qualities
of
leadership, character, and aptitude
for military ', service.
The men who were named are
J. H. Barton, eatile engineering
senior from Anderson; Kennon S.
Breazeale, animal husbandry senior from Anderson; W. C. Byrd,
civil engineering senior from Clinton; O. B. Cannon, general science

Clemson Man Heads
College Charleston
George D. Grice was recently
named acting president of the
College
of Charleeton by the
Board of Trustees. Dr. Harrison
Randolph, president, has been seriously ill for some time.
President Grice was graduated
from Clemson in 1923, in General
Science. He also attended Columbia University.
Before his appointment to Acting President, Dr. Grice was professor of sociology, assistant to the
president,
and director of the
summer session.

Went A Hide?

G. H. Auii Of
Faculty Taken

A "Clearing House" design
ed to relieve the strain on
transportation facilities caused by the National Defense
emergency and to enable cam
pus residents to secure rides
to nearby town conveniently
is being established in theClemson YMCA.
Campus people who have

to call the YMCA, where their
offer will be listed and referred to others who request information on rides, Joe Sherman, College Public Relations
Director, said. The bureau
will be directed by Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff, general secretary of the YMCA.
All persons who take adridea "available will rmlv have vantage of the system will of

course be requested to con
tribute to the costs of transportation in any manner suitable to the parties concerned,
Sherman said.
The service will cost nothing, as it will be known as a
public service
feature of
Clemson College.
Officials expressed hope
that the. plan would become

popular here, as it would be
cooperating directly with national defense. Plans are being made to enlarge the service should the demand warrant it.
Sherman said that the
plan will be in force immediately, and urged all persons
who have rides available to
register them at the YMCA
at once

*

*

Cadets To Buy
Twenty-Fiv
Cent Stamps
Clubs Plan To Buy
Twenty-Five Dollar
Bonds In Addition
Anxious to contribute its all toward America's all-out war effort,
the Clemson College student body
took time out before leaving for
the Christmas holidays to launch
an all-inclusive Defense Bond
drive that will be completed early
in January.
At a Company Commanders'
meeting Wednesday, Clemson's student military leaders voted unanimously to inaugurate a drive in
which each of the 2,350 members
of the cadet corps will be asked
to purchase a twenty-five cent defense stamp. The company commanders announced that the drive
will be started upon the return of
the student body after Christmas.
The four class presidents also
announce a campaign in which
every .student organizalft*^ on the
campus will be asked to purchase
one 18.75 TJ. S. Defense Bondeach.
These
bonds, according to the
present plan, would be purchased
in the name of their individual/
organization and deposited withe]
':!•" college president, until rnitwmm
ity.
The Senior Class started the
ball rolling by purchasing a Defense bond and other club presidents expressed desires >to bring
their organizations into'the d
as soon as they can consult
their members after the1 holiti:
A survey of Clemson's studentorganizations reveals that there ■
are approximately fifty clubs ' on
the campus eligible for participation in the Defense Bond campaign.

Bombing Site
Juniors, Seniors May Be Made
Grads Wanted By Near Campus
Naval Reserve

YMCA To Be Clearing House For Rides

*

Chapel
Calhoun Portrait
Presented College
By Georgetonian

Bullets Instead
Of Holly Greet
Cadet St. Nicks-

Glee Club Enters
Waring Contests

Clemson Men At
Scientific Meet
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o Present Class Play Tomorrow

Ladies In Waiting, a three act
murder mystery by Cyril Campion,
will be presented in the college
chapel tomorrow night by members
of the Winthrop senior class under the auspices of the Clemson
Senior ' Class.
The play will be staged here,
senior prexy
Julian Dusenbury
said, as a part of a plan worked
out earlier this year to have the
two graduating classes present the
plays on an exchange basis. Clemson's production will go to the
sister school sometime late in the
Spring, he said.
Starred in
the
thrill-packed
"who done it" story will.be Prances
Ellerbe
as Una Verity. Other
members of the cast will be Mary
Lib Hopper as Phil Blakeney, Ellen
Bell as Lady Evelyn . Spate, Anna
Airhart as Dora Lester,*" Sarah
Cunningham as Mi's. Dawson, and
Marjorie Logan as Pamela Dark.
Vivian Major and Carolyn Guess
will provide musical entertainment
jetwee^ t&e acts. •
Margaret King, Sooky Lititlejohn.
Professor E. E. Waite, director
and Doris Gruber will be in charge of the' Glee Club, announced at
of properties.
the Monday night rehearsal that
the group is to participate in a
nation-wide contest to select the
outstanding glee club in the United
States. This contest, he stated, is
to be sponsored by Fred Waring's
Pleasure Time Hour, and is underwritten by the makers of Chesterfield cigarettes. All expense pertaining to this competition is to
be borne by that organization, he
further stated.
According to the information
Professor Waite received, there will
be only one elimination before the
More than three hundred ferti- group is invited to New York to
lizer dealers, salesmen, and manu- participate in the national finals.
facturers met here with Clemson This elimination will be a regional
extension staff fertilizer men dur- competition and will be judged by
ing the holidays to discuss the lat- recordings as prescribed by the
est data available on the manu- sponsors.
Director Waite commented that
facture and use of fertilizer and
it would probably be several
fertilizer material.
B. D. Cloaninger, head of the months before the competition acdepartment of fertilizer inspection tually begins.
and analysts, presided over the
two-day conference, which began
December 18 with a full dress parade by the corps. Other highlights of the program were the
mess hall banquet Thursday night,
the talk by Charles J. Brand, executive secretary of the national
fertilizer association, and the open
forum which closed the meeting
Friday afternoon.
ESCAPES CRASH
Second-lieutenant Prevost Marshall,' a former Clemson student,
and eight others escaped crashing
In an Army Bomber in Florida
by parachuting Monday morning,
according to The Anderson Independent.

* it it

Orens Speaks To
Rotary On Japs
Dr. I. P. Orens of the Physics
department compared the culture
of the Japs to that of medieval
times at the luncheon of the Rotary Club in Anderson Tuesday
afternoon and told the members
that the only difference was the
Jap's complete lack of Chivalry
that flourished then.
Dr. Orens told of the education
of the Japs during the last forty
yaars bv the United State*
B*-

The possibility of an army bombing range on Clemson property
came closer to fact early this week
with the visit of a delegation from
Greenville to the college to discuss
available property for the project.
Property under consideration is
a two-square mile tract southeast
of the college near Pendleton, it
was learned from President Robert Franklin Poole last night. The
property is part of a twenty-six
thousand acre tract under 90-year
lease to the college.
If the proposed site is accepted
by the government, which will presumably act on the recommendation of the Greenville delegation,
the only necessary ' construction ■
will be the cutting of fire lanes,
to protect valuable timber from
fire, and a wire fence surrounding
the range to keep civilians out of
dangerous territory.
The proposed range would satisfy
the requirement of the air corps
officials that the range be not
more than thirty miles from the
flying field now under consideration near Greenville, Dr. Poole
said.

Guess what? I'm leaving for
a better job! Haw.
—Pershing
I got another neck-tie for
Christmas.
—R. Taylor
I hope disturbing my class is
giving you great pleasure.
—Sims
Who starts all these outlandish rumors— anyhow?
—Helton
Who writes Oscar?
—Brandon
The CDA grot something good
when they signed Spivak.
—Waite
Our hind sight is better than
our fore sight by a darn sight.
—Dimavan
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ENOCH WALTER SIKES—
A LEGEND OF CLEMSON
One year ago today Clemson men were
shocked to learn that the best man they had
ever known was dead. Dr. Sikes died at his
dinner table as quietly and as peacefully as
he had lived.
It was a shock to the state and the South
as well as Clemson. Men and women throughout the entire country knew and loved Dr.
'Enoch Walter Sikes, and honored him for his
great service to his country.
Clemson was saddened by the loss of
their "Hurdle Jumper"; the Country Gentlemen couldn't realize the loss of their beloved
Plow Boy.
During the past year the memory of Dr.
Sikes has become a legend that will exist as
long as there is a Clemson or a Clemson man.

Two worthy CausesTwo worthy causes now receiving the attention of the
cadets are the purchase of Defense Bonds and Stamps and
the co-)ction of old paper.
The bond drive speaks for itself. Any student who is not
man enough to sacrifice twenty-five cents in order to help
his country and his school is obviously not a Clemson man.
We need speak no more of this.
But the other cause, which is just as worthy, also helps
both country and school. The old papers and magazines that
the Concert Band under the leadership of Mu Beta Psi is
-vorlecting will serve National Defense, and the resulting
funds will help Clemson put an advertisement in the field
that is one of our best. For a tour of so good a unit as the
Concert Band will certainly create a good impression everywhere.
We urge you to give your serious support to both of
these matters. We can see no possible reason why both efforts won't be successes.

The Riff Raff Set The Example
It used to be said that Britain's battles are won on the
playing fields of Eton. That doesn't fit this war, because
Britain's battles are being won by the middle class kids in
the RAF. The older services, the British Army and the
. Royal Navy, with their aristocratic clubs and regiments
look down their noses at the RAF. They have taken the
initials and perverted them into this nickname for the airmen: the riff raff.
But it was to these "riff raff" boys that Churchill paid
his stirring tribute: "Never in the field of human conflict
has so much been owed by so many to so few."
When I was in England recently I sat with these boys
in their scramble shacks, around their potbellied stoves,
while they waited for orders that would send them racing
through the mud into their fighter planes and into the air,
ready for action in five minutes. They talked freely and
frankly while they waited for the flash that meant action
and maybe merciful and sudden death or maybe slow death
in flames.
These boys are thinking hard about what will come out
of this war. They're digging down to the fundamentals behind the war and they're keeping an eye on the future.
They're talking about upsetting the system by which a man
has to kick a big lump of money to local political organizations to get into the House of Commons. They don't
boast about it but they know that they've saved England
and, by God, they're going to have a hand in running England after the war.
,
The leaders of England today are old men. Churchill
is a relic of the last war. In other days the leaders of England were young men, like Gladstone and Pitt. And the
boys in Britain's front lines today are quietly determined
that the leaders of the new Britain will be young men.
And that's all to the good. We've got rumblings of things
to come like that in our own forces. I would like to make
sure that young Americans will have a hand in the running of things after this war. And now is the time to start
deserving a hand on the wheel.
The tough job confrontiny the home front today is
finding a job of work, a specific job of work, for everyone
out of a uniform. And this same problem confronts those
who set themselves up as the leaders of youth. There are
thousands of specific jobs that American youth can tackle
and accomplish.
But -even more important is the healthy skepticism
which they must have for self-appointed leaders of fouth.
Too often youth has been herded into political rackets and
used and abused just as ruthless racketeers have exploited
every other minority at one time or another.
To youth: find yourself leaders—leaders under 30. Select your leaders, chose your objectives, mobilize your energies and make sure that no young men in World War II
shall die in vain. Find another Lindbergh who will not
turn out to be a Wrong-Way-Corrigan.
—Tex McCrary.

Well, Christmas has
come and
gone once more. There seemed to be
a little less spirit in the air this
year, but war shadows can cast a
most omnious shadow.
Everybody
had
a
wonderful
Christmas and New Year. Santa
Claus managed to fight his way
through shot and shell to arrive
on time, and in New Jersey a
Scotsman went into his bedroom,
shot a pistol out the window, and
went back into the livingroom with
tears in his eyes' to inform his
children that Santa Claus has just
committed suicide.
BE PREPARED
Now that the war is upon us,
just about all we hear is bombing,
blackouts and more bombings.
Everyone is signed up as either an
air raid warden or special police
or fireman. Everybody knows just
what to do in case of an air raid.
Here are a few tips which might
eive Civilian Defense Chairman
La Guardia a fit, but they do
have their points.
AIR RAH) PRECAUTIONS
1. Run like hell. This is the
most essential precaution. When
you hear or see the planes or
hear the bombs falling, run
like hell. Wear track shoes if
possible. This will greatly simplify things as you can climb
over those who are slower than
yourself with greater ease.
...2. Always take advantage of your
immediate position. That is to
say, if you are In a bakery
when .the warning sounds, grab
a cake, if in a book store, grab
a book, if in. a movie, grab a
blonde.
3. Always scream and yell as
loud as possible. It will add
to the confusion and you can
have lots of fun scaring the
hell out of all- the kids.
4. If you see a dud bomb lying
near by, pick it up and hit the
front end with a hammer.
(Maybe the firing pin is broken)
If it goes off in your hand,
be calm. There is no sense in
going to pieces over it .If it
does not go off, don't worry,
Just lie still, youVe already
dead.
5. If an Incendiary bomb
drops in your immediate vicinity, throw gasoline on it at
once. You couldn't put it out
anyway, so you may as well
have some fun. If you are
looking for a really good time,
throw water on it and the undertakers and fire department
will take care of the rest.
Explanation:
The
intense
heat of the incendiary bomb
and the chemical stuff unites
with the water liberating the
molecules with terrific force
and well. . . .well, it explodes
with a hell of a noise, anyhow.
6. When entering an airraid
shelter, always eat a lot or garlic. This will make you more
or less unpopular with the other
transients and you wi'l have
a corner all to yourself. What
if you do lose all your friends,
at least you will be able to
breathe.
7. When the warning sounds,
immediately follow the first
air raid warden you see. If you
do, you will be sure of safety
for they always have the best
place for themselves and their
friends.
TAPS
Returning from the holidays the
Pennsylvania railroad last week
four parachute soldires from Port
Benning were having a wonderful
time fooling with their fellow passengers, kidding with all the girls,
and raising hell. It was all in good
clean fun and the passengers were
having a wonderful time watching
them. The gags were clicking off
in perfect order and everybody was
rolling in the aisles when an inebriated gentleman entered the car
and sat down a few seats in front
of the soldiers. He immediately began to heckle the boys who heckled
back with great gusto. Soon, however, our intoxicated heckler began to use abusive language and
tried to convey to all the general
public that he could personally
beat a whole regiment to a nub,
let alone four little soldires. Things
began to get worse and finally
reached a point where the boys
in kakhi were abouty to annihilate
the\ ossified menace. The conductor
acted as a one man mediation
board, and after much coaxing and
threatening persuaded the drunk
to leave the car.
All was quiet for some minutes.
Soon, however, it became known
that the conductor was having a
great deal of difficulty quieting our
dipso friend.
Unable to stand it any longer, all
four of the sojur boys jumped up
and rushed out of the car. Soon
sounds of a fracus were audible
the next car, and through the glass
partition in the door fists were
seen flailing the air . Then once
more all was quiet. The four soldiers returned, smiling happily. The
largest of the four bowed politely
and a bit apologetically to his fellow passengers announced:
"He's
aslep!
Artificially
of
course!"

A Friend
Is DeadFor the third time in less than
three months sudden and grim
death has taken a member of Clemson's student body. Bobby Gregg,
sophmore from Columbia, was killed in an automobile accident while
on his way home for Christmas
holidays. He was buried December
20 from the First Baptist Church
in Columbia.
Hundreds of Clemson students
who knew him well moun his passing. They remember a true friend,
a wholesome companion, one who
loved Clemson and whom Clemson
loved.
It is with sadness that we offer
our sincerest eympathies to his
farm"

tJto-noJi System
Gauncd Repjani

The Board of Councilors of the
Honor System met with the Advisory Board Monday night to present a report on the progress of
the experiment, and to discuss problems that have arisen concerning
the functions of the Honor System.
Of the large number of students
brought before the Council 34%
openly admitted that they did not
prefer to retain the grade made on
the quiz in question. It will be
recalled that this is the only action taken by the Board of Councilors. The student is presented with
the evidence against him, and then
he expresses whether or not he
wants the grade received on that
test.
At the meeting it was decided to
institute a' pre-exam campaign to
ask the student body to give their
whole-hearted cooperation to the
Honor System and, to remind the
student body that the entire System
is an experiment, and that it can
$><XSH0f
be changed by the student body
to meet any new conditions. All
the honorary and professional fraTHE AVERAGE
ternities and societies will be asked
LIFE OF A FOOTto help in this campaign.
BALL COACH
The meeting arranged to issue
AT
ANY
ONE
WORLDS SMALLEST FARK
a formal letter to all members of
INSTITUTION
the faculty- giving them the re(WON PARK, LOCATED ON MUSKINSOM
IS 5 YEARS/
sults of the experiment so far and
-COU-KiE CAMPUS^ecVEftS1 LE55 THAN Km™
AVERAGE
also requested that they aid in
OF AN ACRE. IT IS'THE HOME OF ONE Tl^EE,
any way they can: by
criticism,
COACHING
THREE ATONES AND APPROXIMATELY
short talks, and continued cooperaCAREER IS 10.
200,000 BLADES OF GfcASy.
tion.
Although the experimental honor
system still has a great deal to
^**++++***++++++++++*++**+*+*t**+++*t+*++++***+*t*t**+++++++***i accomplish, both the Advisory
Board and the Board of Councilors are particularly encouraged and
gratified for the cooperation from
::l
both the cadet corps and the
<> ;.
Faculty. It was recalled that the
purpose of this honor system is
not to convict students of cheating
'•<< I
and punish them, but rather to
build up and maintain at Clem'•*>
son a thorough tradition against
all forms of dishonesty. Clemson
has the most unique Honor SysBy HARRIS HOLLIS
I
tem of all colleges, it is believed,
and it is effective and functions
Here's a hard luck story that will put all the hard luck efficiently.
cadet corps is urged to give
stories we ever told before in the dark. The story in ques- allThe
their criticism to some member
tion is a true experience and it happened to Russell McRae, of the Board of Councilors so that
Allen Mclnnis, and Lynn Rogers the day Christmas holi- it may be earnestly considered.
D. A. Bisset
days began. The motor they rode in was the seat of all
Chairman

ii

Talk ofthet

Town

<l

the evil—a red 1931 Model A Ford, trimmed in silver with
a special cardboard top to shut out the rain. The boys,
homeward bound were short of funds and thought it would
be cheaper than trainfare, etc. They were headed for Clio,
S. C. It was 2:30 p. m.

"Sherman said war was hell,"*'
—
McRae lamented, "but he didn't
It was fifteen miles to the nearhave to go home with us.''
est junk yard with the weather
The trip was uneventful with getting colder and the radiator
the exception of a blowout in An- getting hotter.
Fortunately for
derson and a million other ail- them they had an oil can aboard
ments, he said. The blowout hap- to dip water from the ditches for
pened at the first stop light. Be- the radiator. They finally reached
cause of the national emergency, the junk yard, got the fan and
automobile tires were being ra- water pump, and started off again.
tioned at the time, so they pur- It was dark by then and twenty
chased a "reliner" instead—not miles from Columbia. They made
that the national emergency had Columbia soon.
any bearing on the situation; they
STILL MORE
would have bought the "reliner"
The carburetor went bad again
anyway, they said./ The "tire" was before they got to Camden but
put on and all went well' for two they finally got it fixed.
blocks. The "reliner" blew out and
The funds were getting low, but
waddled over to the side of the the boys figured they'd had their
road—all "tired" out.
share of trouble—so they soon got
TROUBLE
to Bishopville and beyond. It was
It was 25 miles further before now 2 a. m. in the morning.
the dash board caught on fire
It was here they found that the
three .times, successively. McRae's gasoline gauge was' stuck and that
coat put it out. In their way of they were out of gasoline. So they
thinking they could still make Clio pushed for 2 miles or more.
that day.
AND MORE
Three miles more and the car"It's been a heck of a trip," Mcbureter quit working. They blew Rae said, and another tire blew
and unstopped the thing. It was out. They fixed it. They were a
old—the weather. This happened fourth of a mile from Clio and it
ten times for the next ten miles.
was then approximately 2:45.
MORE TROUBLE
THEY QUIT
An explosion was heard. ProbThe car stopped for good when
ably the muffler. ... It stopped they reached Clio. . MoRae walked
for a second, and then began to then.
expand. The hood quivered and
We, might add that they didn't
bulged.
TO quote McRae, "We come back in the Model A. They
saw a rent of large proportions as "rationed- it out. The junk man
the fan and the water pump went got the chassis, a filling station
past our heads.'' The noise died
down and the threesome "felt call- operator got the 'tires,' the boys
ed upon to get out and investi- kept the switch key. .* . . It'd fit
gate."
another Model A.''

[The Last Word
—iy uncle. waUesi
Propaganda Has Its Good Uses. It All
Depends On Who Uses lit.
The citizen who once remarked that "Sticks and stones may
break my bones, but words will
never hurt me" is our nomination for the biggest fool that
ever was allowed to live on this
fair earth. Or maybe he just
lived before the day of the
Goebbels, the Peglers and the
Lindberghs. Be that as it may,
could the old boy wake up now
and observe the propaganda
methods now in vogue, he would
shamefacedly kick himself back
to his grave in exactly nothing
flat.
Walter Winchell, America's
one man FBI, and Crip Goebbels
and his pupils of the Domci
"news" agency in Japan are
two excellent examples of what
we mean. Winchell wields what
we could call "Constructive
Propaganda" while that of der
feuhrer's stooges in definitely
labled
"Destructive". Friend
Winchell's biting sarcashi in
announcing facts is far more
effective than any mess of lies
that the others could ever
manage to cook up, as many a
red faced bund leader or Quisling Student will willingly testifySo-called bulletins that those
guppy like gullibles in the land
of Jhe "rising sun" interject
into our radio broadcasts may
make some poor souls in Japan
happy, but any fool over here
could recognize that psuedoYale accent that these Jap
announcers affect, Anyway, like

those to whom Shepherd lad
was always crying "Wolf!",
the people over here will soon
come to look upon this as only
a joke, so if the Sappy Jappies
ever do tell the truth, sane
American citizens will still
have the last laugh, because
we wouldn't believe them even
when they announce that the
Marines have landed in Tokyo,
with the situation well in hand
until Uncle Sam gives us the
news.
About the only result of the
Nipponese tall tales that we
can see is that the Japs will
finally come to believe these
stories.decide that they (the
Japs) are pretty good, and core
out and fight. That day, my
friends, will go down in history as American V Day. V
for Victory, of course.
So there you are: American
facts! Axis propaganda— half
baked lies! Therefore, dear
readers, the thing to do is to
take the advice that some fellow- once offered and "believe
nothing you hear, and only
half of what you see."
EXAMPLES
Tokyo— Imperial bombers last
night in an attack on a costal
town of the Philippines sank
three small American cruisers
and damaged a large transport. A one-man submarine
blasted an important lookout
station built in the harbor.
' Only one plane lost in face
of heavy fire. ..Explanations
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derstand this unusual situation.
To the lovers of red-blooded adventure stories, James Nordoff and
Robert Hall need no introduction.
Now the authors of MUTUNY ON
THE BOUNTY and HURRICANE
have produced a book that will be
just as memorable. BOTANY BAY
is a story base'd upon historical
facts. It concerns the settling of
New South Wales, Australia by
English convicts.
BOTANY BAY is filled with adventure, romance and horror. The
treatment which the English prisoners of the eighteenth received
was positively appaling. When the
prisons, filthy holes that they were,
Became too filled, the authorities
loaded hundreds of them on sailing
vessels and shipped them to Australia to settle a colony. Many died
trying to escape still more died of
starvation and disease.
This is a book everyone will want
to read. It will soon be one of the
best sellers of the day.
For those of you who are interested in the history of Medical Science,
DOCTORS ANONYMOUS will be of
great interest.
This is the story about the doctor behind the scenes of our great
hospitals. The pathologist who is
known in medioal circles as the
"Doctor's doctor." The work of the
pathologist is little understood, yet
no competent surgeon will turn on
the gas or raise his scalpel unless
the pathologist says all is " O. K."
DOCTORS ANONYMOUS is written by Dr. William McKee German,
an emenient pathologist. Dr. German tells the story from every
angle. He recounts the history of
pathology, which is a history of a
slow painful steps and endless experimentation and failure. He takes
the reader through a tour of inspection of the modern laboratory, and
tells scores of dramatic stories and
incidents all vital parts of the narrative as a whole.
Everyone who is interested in
medicine should read this book and
those who are not should read it
anyhow to broaden his everybody
knowledge of the world about him.

Dear Tom,
Thanks to the splendid cooperation of the Cadet Corps, more
needy families were cared for this
Christmas than ever before. The
cadets gave generously to provide
overflowing boxes for twenty eight
families and much surplus fruit,
popcorn and clothing to aid materially in making up many other
boxes. Without the aid of the
corps, much less Would have been
done for our indigent families.
One hundred and seven boxes were
distributed.
Larry Coker and his Company
Commanders Club were
directly
responsible for the excellent cooperation of the Cadet Corps. Earle
Roberts and Alpha Phi Omega
gave much time to help with investigations of needy
families.
John Hare and his Boy Scouts
were mainly responsible for collecting an abundance of.toys and
clothing fr6m homes of the community. Dick Sosnowski and the
Y. M. C. A. were on the job, as
usual.
Limited space prohibits the naming of all cadets, organizations,
and people of the community who

gave so generously of their time,
money, and materials. We want to
thank everyone who helped in any
way.
A great many people, young and
old, were made happier this Christmas so we should all feel well
repaid for our efforts.
BEN E. Goodale
General Chairman
Clemson Christmas
Welfare
Dear Tom:
Please allow us to use your
column in The Tiger as a medium
to thank the members of Clemson's Companies E-2 and M-2 for
the food, fruit, nuts and other
good
things to eat that they
brought us before
leaving for
Christmas.
It was a real treat, for you
know, we have had only emergency rations since we've been
guarding the trestle over here.
The free shows that we got at
your YMCA were appreciated very
much, too. They really broke the
monotony;
Thanks, again,
Some of Uncle's Nephews.

Are You In Favor Of Graduating The Senior
Class In February?

NEW ORLEANS, La—(ACP-In
the Bobet library museum on the
campus of Loyola of the South is
a small, wax image of Maxmillan,
ill-fated emperor of Mexico.
The image was modeled from
the wax of the altar candles in
the church in Mexico where the
body of Maxmillan was thrown after he was killed.
It was done at the risk of the
sculptor's life, but he escaped from
Mexico and brought the image of
the
emperor to New Orleans,
where it was given to Loyola.
W>th the image in a gass case,
is a clot of the blood of the emperor.
Three obsolete life boats and
One garbage barge hit in raid.
One-man sub blasted when it
blundered into rice hand's outhouse. Two of the planes shot
down, three captured when they
ran out of fuel and made forced
lan din"

Joel Richardson (4) Elberton, Ga.
I would not be in favor of it' because I am not in the army here.
J. N. Frowein (4) Spartanburg—
Yes, because I would get a crack
at a Jap sooner, and the sooner
the better.
T. B. Shelor (4) Walhalla—It
would be an advantage to some
engineering
students, but
not
enough men could be utilized in
the Army to graduate them early.
R. S. Farmer (4) Per.saeola, Fla.
—No, because we would not receive a degree—but a certificate
instead, and since I have only .9
hours to go, I want to get my degree.
W. K. Shirley (4) Belton—Yes,
it would save a whole semester's
tuition, and I can sho' use it.
R. N. Gleason (4) Townville, S.
C—Yes, if it would aid the defenst program in any way.
Jim Perrone (4) San Juan, P.
R.—it is immaterial to me because
I can not graduate in February
anyhow.
Luther C. Hammond (4) SenecaNo, because I want to get a more
complete education—in other words,
want to receive a degree instead
of a certificate.

Bill Ligon (4) Anderson—No, because I want to complete my education—and I mean a complete
education.
Blucher E. Linder (4) Gaffney—
Absolutely , yes, because I want to
do my part in the war, and the
sooner we graduate, the sooner I
can get into everything.
Le Foy H. Poole (4) Gaffney—
No, because I would be drafted
and I do want to finish a 4-yr
course at Clemson.
Jesse W. Simpson (4) Anderson
—Yes, because I would be valuable
if I went to the Army then instead of three months later.
Herbert W. Smith , (4) Pageland,
S. C—Yes, I'm really right now
to leave, provided it's for the defense of the United States.
H. H. Holmes (4) Conway, S. C.
—No, not particularly. I'd rathei
stay and finish my education. 5
think we would be more beneficia'
to the government by completing
our various courses instead 01
jumping into the nearest recruiting office.
Robert Chetham (4) AbbevilH
S. C—Yes, if we were to get 1
diploma instead of a certificate.
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Tiger Boxers
Start Serious
Prep Grinds
With the state of the nation as it is today, a popular
topic of discussion among sports personalities and scribes
the country over is the fate of athletics in warring America. As for Intercollegiate athletics, it appears that all
sports will be carried on as usual, as far as possible, with
the greatest cause for de-emphasis coming from the loss of
manpower to the armed forces. All branches of the service
want athletes, and the continuance of sports programs plays
an important role in maintaining the nation's high morale.
At the annual meeting of the members of the
Southern Conference held in Richmond in mid-December it was decided that there would be no change in
policy, and that intercollegiate competition would continue with as little interruption as possible. The executive committee was empowered to meet emergencies
arising from the war. The conference also voted to
allow spring football practice, but ruled against, anything other than inter-squad scrimmage in the spring
sessions. Since conference schools meet opponents outside the loop who are not limited as to off-season grid
preparations this practice will continue.
Before the meeting there was talk of proposing that
freshmen be allowed to participate in varsity competition to
make up for the expected shortage 'of manpower due to the
draft, but there was no action taken in this matter. So, as
it now stands, there will football this fall, the probability
is great, however, that we won't see the all-powerful elevens
in '42 that have been characteristic of the pigskin parade
for the past decade.
GRID ECHOS
Here's more evidence that the Clemson football team of
the past season was one of the outstanding in the nation.
The final report of the American football Statistical bureau
lists Clemson as 1941's top-ranking punting team with an
average of 42.32 yards on 74 punts.
The Tigers ranked 10th in total offense and ninth,
just behind Texas, in rushing offense. Booty Payne stood
12th in total offense, running and passing, and Charlie
Timmons was the 12th ranking running back. Sid Tinsley stood fourth among the nation's kickers with an
average of 44.50 and Booty Payne ranked 11th with a ,
41.70.
There you have it—tops in kicking, among the
leaders in total offense and boasting three of the country's leading backs, pjus great linesmen like All-American Blalock and All-Southern George Fritts—Truly an
enviable for Howard's '41 edition.
4
ON THE COURT
The Tiger basketball team that lost to Gerogia in the
season's opener in Augusta Tuesday shows promise of developing into a formidable aggregation. This year's outfit
although lacking in height seems to possess- considerable
speed and ball handling ability. The starting lineup of cChipley at center, forwards Hill and Craig and guards Captain
Whitey Graham and Milford, boasts two newcomers—Hill
and Milford. This team got a lot of help against Ga, from
letterman Bob Moise, Wes Freeny, Walter Sears, Footsie
Wood, Stick Riley, and Pete Lambrakos. Lambrakos was top
Tiger scorer for the evening with 10 points. Craig got eight.
Norman has four lettermen back from last year's
squad and a number of valuable reserves around which .
^ to build his '42 machine. Whitey (Blond Blizzard) Graham, Hawk Craig, Chipley, and Moise are the available
monogram wearers while Freeny, Sears, and Milford
are good ball players to have around in case of emergencies. These plus the services of newcomers Riley,
Hill, Lambrakos, and Wood are the men most likely to
bear the brunt of the stiff cage campaign.
CAGERS NEED HEIGHT
Inexperience and height loom as the big obstacles in the
Bengals' path, and Coach Norman hopes that a speedy floor
game and a tight defense will offset these handicaps. Plenty
of baseball talent was lost to the Tiger squad when AilAmerican footballer, Joe Blalock, and sophomore Butch Butler failed to join the cagers' ranks. Blalock ranked as third
high scorer on last seasons hapless five", though he did not
enter the lineup until close to the midway mark. Butler was
a vital cog in the '41 freshman outfit. These two could do a
lot for Rock's height problem.
TIGER PUGS
Boxing Head Walter Cox has his pugs working at full
speed now getting ready for the match with VP1 here the
24th. Captain John Beckett, 127-pounder, Jake Colvin, in
the 165 lb. class, and Shep Rogers are the lettermen returning. Conference Heavy Champ Warren Wilson's graduation
left a hole , in that devision which will be filled by either
gridder Charlie Robinson or Jack Schaffer. Other fighters
who look good in daily workouts include Croft, Kennedy,
Mathis, Cone, Mixon, and Bob Colvin. Leonard Jordan, another Tiger footballer, has reported for work and will probably fight the light-heavy weight.
Odds 'N Ends—Rumore has it that Clemson coaches
McMillan, Cox, and McFadden are soon to be called to the
colors. They all hold commissions in the reserve, and should
they receive orders it will night strip the Tiger staff. Two
Tiger coaches Bob Jones and Randy Hinson are already in
the army . . .. Quoting Scoop Latimer of the Greenville
News who in turn quotes Jack McBride, coach of the New
York Americans, who watched Clemson's Blalock and Fritts
in the North-South all-star game at Montgomery during the
holidays—McBrida said that Fritts was the best lineman on
the field, "Say, that guy is every inch an All-American,"
3^3 the old Syracuse star. "Blalock looked fair, made several good pass catches, but they tell me he had been hurt
and he seemed to befavoring an injury," was the way McBride sized up All-American Joe. "He is the willowy type
of end that goes well in pro football, on the pattern of Don
Hutson." .... Coach Rock Norman, Basketball mentor at
Clemson, passed up a trip to the Duke-Oregon States Rose
Bowl game with exDenses paid to stay at home and work
his Tiger Basketballers ... Freshman cagers started workouts under coach Banks McFadden this week. McFadden was
an All-American in his days on the hardwood at Clemson.
. . . During the sports year of 1941 The Universitv of South
Carolina copped the major snorts titles in S. C. The Gamecocks took top honors in Football and Basketball, replacing.
Clemson in both spots, however, the Tigers repeated in both
Baseball and Track. The Citadel took the Boxing Crown
again succeeding a Clemson outfit . . . Lee Milford, Tiger
basketball starter, was the victim of a lotta hard luck Tuesday when -the Tigers went to Augusta to start the sesan
agamst the Univ. of Ga. On top of the Clemsons losing the
ball game Miiford also lost his 535 topcoat . . .

Cl emson LLoses
2 Cage G ames

SPORTS
LARRY W. COKER, SPORTS EDITOR

lied by Coach Cox, the Tiger
"pugs" are being whipped into
shape for their first match of the
season, which will see them pitted
against the powerful V. P. i".
outfit on January 24 at Clemson.
Co-featured with the boxing event
will be the- University of Georgia
basketball game.
J. Beckett, 127 pounder, is the
captain of the year's squad, With
Jake Colvin. 165 pounder, the alternate. The entire squad seems
to be fitting out very well, and
several posts have already been
assigned to regular men. Leonard
Jordon, for one, seems to have
the 175 pound class clinched as
he is putting out the best show
by far. Charlie Robinson is stepping into the Warren Wilson spot,
in that he seems to be the logical
one to handle the unlimited class.
Both -Jordan and Robinson are
football men, Robinson being only
a sophomore and Jordan a senior.
Joe Kennerty, anpther
sophomore, has a pretty safe grip on
the 155 pound section, for he is
by far the outstanding contendor
in that class. Cox is expecting
Kennerty to put out with some
good stuff. Dan Mathis, still another sophomore, is running rings
around all comers in the
135
pounders, and he is said to have
quite a left jab. Mixon and Cone
are running neck and r.eck in
the 120 pound class, and it is a
toss up as to which of the two
will be given the regular position.
Cone, Beckett and Colvin are
the only three returning lettermen, and the remainder of the
squad is cluttered with new faces.
Coach Cox is also included in the
newcomers, as this is his first
year with the boxers. It is also
his first introduction to the boxing racket, for he has never before had anything to do with boxing.
The senior manager this year
is Ralph Smith, an old hand at
the ring one of Warren Wilson's
former aids. His experience will
do a lot toward strengthening the
squad.

Army May Get
Three Coaches
With two athletic coaches already called into the Army, Clemson faces the prospect of losing
three more. These are Covington
McMillan, Walter Cox, and Banks
McFadden.
The three have already passed
their Army physical examinations
and are awaiting the call to active
duty. All are reserve officers and
all are anxious to do their part.
Cox is varsity boxing coach and
line coach of the Tiger gridsters.
McMillan is backfield coach and
McFadden serves as assistant to
that difficult post. Former boxing and end coach Bob Jones and
Randy Hinson have already gone.
Jones is in
the
quartermaster
corps as a captain while Hinson
is a lieutenant in the Tank i>rps.
This leaves
coaches
Howard,
Rogers and Norman to guide the
Tigers.

Cagers Lose To Tigers Lose To
Ga. By 8 Points Colonials, 67-34
Playing thir first game of the
1942 session Tuesday
rite, the
Tiger basketball team dropped a
hard fought battle to a more powerful Georgia quintet at Augusta
by a score of 39 to 31.
Displaying more speed and deception than their opponents, the
Tigers made the contest a close
one till the final whistle. Georgia,
although carrying a slower squad,
was bigger and proved to be a
little more powerful.
The first half saw the score
see-sawing back and forth with
neither team being able to run
away. The score at the end of
the breather, stood at 29 to 23 with
Georgia in the lead. In the last
half, Coach Norman of Clemson
threw several comparatively small
men into the game and their speed
forced the Bulldogs of Georgia to
go on the defense. The game ended
with Georgia ahead by eight points.
The closest the Tigers came to
tying the score was by four points,
but the game was a much closer
scrap than the score indicates.
Roland of Georgia Was
high
scorer of the game With 14 points,
with Lamabrakos closely behind
him with ten.

Clemson's Cage Squad is shown here as
it went through a last desperate practice
before taking on the Georgia and George

Washington teams in a row—and losing
to them both.

By BOB MOISE
There's an ole' timer here at
Clemson with a slouched hat, a
friendly twinkle in his eye, and
a world of sense about athletics
and athletes. They call him the
"Rock" and they aren't wrong, for
Coach "Rock" Norman is about
as rugged and individual as could
be found in this or any other neck
of the woods.
Norman is a native Virginian, and
he's mighty fond 'of ' :hem fhar
hills." From high school, he entered Roanoake, Virginia. His name
soon became a sports by-word.
He started in football, basketball,

If you need a sweater, we have
them from

75< ° $£90

and track. Later after the United
States threw its hat into ring and
sent an expeditionary force
to
France, the ,:Rock" entered the
Army Games in France and made
an excellent showing. His specialty
was the pentathalon, which required all-round ability in all branches
of track.
After the war, Norman
took
coaching as a profession. He has
been at most of the major colleges
in South Carolina in one capacity
or ana her: Furman, the University
of South Carolina. The Citadel,
and now Clemson. His success as

time that one of Norman's athletes
thought that some feat of his had
gone unnoticed only to have it
remarked upon by the coach -reeks
later.
"Coach "Rock" knows boys. He
has the respect and solid support
of all his players, stars and duds
alike. The fellows like him and
he likes them. When even the
lowliest benchwarmers love their
coach, he's got something.
In his second season here, Coach
Norman already has two • state
championships to his credit: track
and freshman football. The track
team was undefeated in five starts
and the freshman footballers aid
not lose to a South Carolina team.
,"Rock" Norman and Clemson
College should go a long way together. Maybe some day we'll be
seeing a couple of Norman's in
Clemsons
lineups, because
the
"Rock" has got a couple of little
"Pebbles"
running
around the
house that may follow in their
Daddy s footsteps,

"Samuel G. McLellan, 20-year-old
Harvard college senior, went on A
five day fast to obtain matsrial
a cq#ch, is a well-known and con- for a thesis entitled "How It Feels
to Starve."
ceded fact in the State.
"Rock" must have been born
Gifts of $9,200,000 have been rewith a wad of tobacco in his mouth
ported to .the University of Chibecause ro one for miles around
can recall having ever seen him cago fiftieth anniversary fund., out
without it. Surely that hat and of a final goal of $12,000,000 to be
coat must be souvernirs of "Joe raised within the next ten years.
College" days. He's a rare ^har
Smith college, in a move to conactor, bul don't be fooled oy appearances. Under that old gray serve fule for defense, has aphat is a lightning- quick mind. pointed "heat cops" to close winWhen he watches his boys go dows in the morning and to watch
through a game or a scrimmage temperatures throughout the day.
"the ole' man" sees literally every
Seventy-two per cent of students
thing that goes on. Many is the
interviewed in a recent college
survey owned cameras.

Rock Norman Old Timer Cager

Soon Rubber Soled Shoes Will Be Off
The MarketBetter Buy Now—They Wear Well
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George
Washington's
speedy
cagemen rang up Southern Conference victory number two tonight, smothering Clemson 67-34.
I The game, Clemson's conference
start, saw 34 personal
fouls' and
two technicals.
Faced by Matt Zunic and Bobby
Gilham, who rang
up| 15 points
each, George Washington started
fast with
a seven-point lead,
Clemson's nearest approach to
equality was an 8 to 5 score after
five \minutes. From there, George
Washington's fast break, quick, under-ba*iet passing and sure-fire
shooting inside the foul circle kept
the Colonials safely ahead.
Sophomore Pete Lambrakos paced Clemson's
scoring with nine
points.
The Tigers were completely out-'
classed.
Their forwards were effectively bottled through much of
the contest and their guards hoed
a hard row all the way.

Clemson Men On
Victorious South
Team In Classic
The annual North-South football classic, played at Montg6mery,
Ala., on Dec. 29, went to the
South this time by virtue of a
16-0 score, thus tying the five year
series at two a-nd two. with one
scorless tie.
The members of both squads
were the "cream of the crop", from
the various colleges in the respective districts, and only seniors or
members of the coming graduation
class were eligible.
Clemson played a very important
part
in this contest.
George
Fritts and Joe Blalock, two stalwart line men, did more than their
share of work for the South, and
also the Tiger head coach, Frank
Howard, was a member of the
South coaching staff.
Fritts, turned in the best performance of any line man on either side, and set up the first score
for the winrers by recovering a
punt In the second quarter. His
smashing line play, kept the North*
erners on the run all afternoon
and he was instrumental in urea icing Up many plays.
Blalock's performance was u
par, but his irjjury proven to bequite a hinderance, causing
to sit on the side line for a great
part of the game.
Scholarships valued at $37,217
have been awarded to 103 students
in the Columbia University School
of Medicine for the current year.
The Tulane-Newcomb, a capella
choir, is one of three most widely
known musical organizations in
America.
Coal can be pumped through
pipelines instead of shipped in
cars, suggests Prof. H. E. Babbitt,
pf the University of Illinois.
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How to Win Friends
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SEE HOKE SLOAN
CLEMSON'S CLOTHIER

AN INVESTMENT IN
GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.

++*****+********++*+»+++m+**++++*+*+*++++*+*++*f4*++*+**+*A

L. G. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

Official College Book And Supply Store
Complete Line Of College Stationery,
College Jewelry—Pennants—Stickers—Novelties
AGENCY REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Complete Line In Stock
$34.95
$54.50
$74.50
Terms If Desired
RADIOS . . . PRICED RIGHT
A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise Fos You To Select From
Students Checks Cashed ... No Exchange Charged
•

THREE

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

•

in one easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to
wholesome, delicious Wrigley's
Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew.
Helps keep breath sweet, teeth
bright. The Flavor Lasts.

> Tom
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Red Cross Relief Fund Quota Set
At $lf200 For Clemson Ward Says
#

Honored—

J. G. LITTLEJOHN

Litflejohn Is Made
Honorary Rotarian
College Business Manager James
Corcoran Littlejohn was unanimously elected an honorary member of Rotary at their luncheon
meeting at the Calhoun Hotel in
Anderson Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. Littlejohn, who is Past President of the civic organization, was
given this signal Rotarian honor,
it was announced, because of his
great service to Rotary.

U. S. Men Here To
See Potato Work
Dr. V. R. Boswell, principal horticulturist of the U. S. Horticultural
Station at Beltsville, Mr., will be at
Clemson next week- to inspect the
cooperative sweet potato work now
being done at the Edisto Experiment Station in cooperation with
the United States Department of
Agriculture. He will view the testing of seedling strains, varieties,
and various other cultural practices. Other cooperating colleges in
Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, and
Virginia will be visited by Dr. Boswell after he leaves Clemson.
AT ECONOMIC MEET
Dr. G. H. Aull and Dr. M. J. Peterson attended the meeting of the
American Farm Economic Association held in New York City during
the Christmas holidays.
TATE HERE
Major H. S. Tate, former professor of vocational education at Clemson, spent Christmas, holidays with
his family here at Clemson. Major
was called into active service
year at the outbreak of the
at emergency.

Volunteer
Red Cross workers
this week released plans for a local War Relief Fund drive to collect Clemson's quota in the national effort to raise $50,000,000 for
bandages and medecines to be
used to relieve war suffering the
world over.
The campaign will start on or
about January 22,' and will be
headed by Dr. J. E. Ward, head
of the economics department. Approximately $1,200 is the goal set
by Dr. Ward for this community
yesterday.
Present plans, Dr. Ward said,
call for the appointment of a
faculty member in each department to solicit contributions from
the men in his school. Faculty
members and other workers in the
community will be asked to contribute one day's salary to the
fund, and local business establishments will be asked to contribute
one day's net receipts. Students
will be asked to contribute the
equivilent of one day's ROTC pay,
he said
Bill Greenlea, the old negro with
the white mule who has been a
fixture around Clemson since it
was founded, started the ball rolling last week with his contribution. Old Bill, who calls cadets by
their ranks and gives his horse
military commands instead of the
customary
"gee,"
"h a w," and
"whoa," has been a regular member of the Red Cross for many
years. Thinking that it is some
high-ranking order or brotherhood, the Well-liked old' negro
brings his dollar around to the
local chairman every year, refusing to give it to the negro worker.
When he gave his 'contribution to
Mrs. F. F. H. Calhoun this year,
he said "Miss, I's a member of
this lodge. Here's my dollar."
When Bill heard another drive
was on, he came around again and
"jined the lodge" all over again.

American Squadron RAF Organizer
To Be Speaker Here Tuesday Night

New CPT Course
Here Next Term
Civil Pilot Training Program
applications are being received
for the instruction course to begin here next semester, Clemson training officials announced
today. The present course will
end before first semester examinations.
The quota for both the primary and secondary quotas next
semester are expected to be
larger than ever before, it was
said.

For
'Clemson

FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS
Airplane,
Supplies,

To Iceland

■".v.-

Members of the cast of "Ladies in Wating" to be pre-,
sented here tomorrow night as an exchange play between the Winthrop and Clemson Senior classes are
Mary Lib Stanley, Eleanor McDermid, Frances Ellerbe,
Jean Craig Hopper, Sarah Howie, Ellen Bell, Anno

Lane To Speak To
Presbyterian Men
Professor John D. Lane, of the
English department, will speak to
the Clemson Presbyterian Student
Association Tuesday night on the
problems of marriage.
Professor Lane's lecture will include a series of lectures on the
marriage problems. Speakers at
regular meetings for several meetings of the club have been talking
on this subject, following a series
of lectures prepared by Julian
Lake, a Presbyterian minister of
Rock Hill.

Marketing And Grain
Positions Open To
Clemson Students

Airheart, Sarah Cunningham and Marjorie Logan.
Winthrop Students labeled them "thrill shooters" and
applauded the success of the play while the cast relaxed
n the above phot, taken after the Winthrop production.
Tiger Photo by Hufford.

Three Extension
Men Go To Atlanta

Clemson Men Now
In U.S. Air Service
Rhame
A. Guyton,
Clemson
graduate in the class of 1941,
Lewis E. Langford, graduate in the
class of 1940, Thomas O. Lawton,
graduate in the class of 1939, and
William A. Garrett, who attended
Clemson in '36, '37, and '38, have
received their silver wings and
commissions as second lieutenants
after completing the advanced
training course at Barsdale Field,
La., U. S. Army Air Corps. The
four newly commissioned fliers received their primary school flight
training at Mississippi Institute of
Aeronautics at Jackson, Miss., and
basis flying at Georgia Aero Tech
Augusta, Ga. They received theeir
wings January 2, during the last
graduation
exercises
for
pilot
trainees at Barksdale Field. The
air base- will be changed from a
pilot training school to a base, for
pursuit squadrons. All have been
assigned to active duty with the
air corps.
Willis Cantey Davis, former student here, has been commissioned
second lieutenant in the Air Corps
Reserve after completing the advanced training course at Kelly
Field. He received his commission

December 12.
Carl Gustave Planck and Harry
McKoen, Clemson graduates in the
class of 1940, and John G. Kelly
and Randolph R. McLeod, graduates in the class of 1941, have
been called to active duty at
Goodfellow Field, San Angelo,
Texas, as commissioned officers in
the United States Army to receive
training for the Air Corps. They
are officially designated as second
lieutenants, infantry reserve, taking flight training with their class
of aviation cadets as student officers.
Henry Albert Josey and Heyward
Vance Simpson, both of Anderson,
are enrolled as aviation cadets at
the Air Corps Replacement Center at Maxwell Field, Alabama,
headquarters of the Southeast Air
Corps Training Center. Josey attended Clemson in '38 and '39.
Simpson was a graduate in the
class of 1941.
J. Earnest Watson, former student here, has been assigned to
the Air Corps at Kessler Field,
Eiloxi, Miss. Watson is a native of
Anderson. .

Three members of the Clemson
extension department will go to Atlanta tomorrow where they attend a conference of agricultural
workers from all over South Eastern United Sattes to discuss boll
weevil control measures for 1942.
Representing this school will be
W. C. Nettles, extension entomologist, H. A. Woodle, extension agronomist, and H. B. Boyleston, assistant extension agronomist.
Dr. P. W. Annand, chief of the
United State's Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, will
conduct the meeting.

Assistant And
Student Aid
Exams By CS

Slip Stick To Be
Issued Next Week

IODGES MARRIED
B. H. Hodges, who graduated
from Clemson in 1933 and has
for several years been instructor
of Freshman chemistry here, was
married to Miss Sara Wallace of
Clemson during the holidays.
The bride is the secretary of
the dairy extension offices here.
LUCAS HERE
John Paul Lucas, former mem
ber of he Clemson English depart
merit,, was a visitor' on the campus
during the holidays.
Mr.v Lucas, now connected with
the Duke Power company in Charlotte, is editor of' the house organ
for the company.

The second issue of the Slip
Stick, official publication of the
engineering , department of Clemson, will be distributed some time
next week, editor Francis Webster
said last night.
The January copy will contair
thirty-two pages of editorial anc
pictorial material, Webster said.
Featured in this issue will be an
article by President Robert Franklin Poole, a guest
editorial by
Wright Bryan, managing editor of
the Atlanta Journal, and a technical article by Walt Loughlin, a
senior in the engineering school.
The third issue, which will be
published some time in April, will
probably be edited by the junior
staff, Webster said.

Twenty-six states are . representMrs. Angelica Mendoza de Montero of Buenos Aires is winner of ed in Bennington college's frash,
a Columbia university scholarship man class.
awarded by Thos..J. Watson, presThe United States Civil Service ident of the International Business
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Commission has just announced Machine corporation.
New five room home, air conditwo examinations of particular intioned, large basement, built-in
Dr. Walter D. Cocking, ousted
terest to college students. They are
bath, hardwood floors, double
the . annual "Junior Professional dean of the University of Georgia
construction, built on garage.
Assistant" and1 "Student Aid" ex- college of education, has been apCash of terms.
pointed
consultant
in
program
aminations designed to recruit
A. L. VESS, Owner
young college graduates and junior planning by the federal security
CENTRAL, S. C.
and senior students for positions agency.
in the government service. Applications for both these examinations must be on file with the
Commission's
Washington office
not later than February 3, 1942.
GREENVILLE
Copies of the examination anGOODALE TO SPEAK
nouncement and application forms
Professor Ben E. Goodale, of the may be obtained at first and secNavy WantSCarolina's Leading Store
Clemson dairy department,
will ond class post offices or from the
—Continued From Page 1—
speak to the Animal . Husbandry Civil Service Commission, WashMen And Young Men
inquire of their nearest navy re- club tonight.
ington, D. C.
serve recruiting station as listed
Sixteen outstanding freshmen at Horace Mann and Benjamin Ide
below.
Headquarters In Greenville'
Revisions
of the requirements Brown university recently received Wheeler scholarships.
include the following:
The minimum age limit has been
reduced from 20 to 19 years; provision has been made for the enlistment of junior and senior students so that the naval training
will begin when thqy graduate
from college; six college degrees
Ship, Tank, and Auto Models,
have been added to the last of
those qualifying a graduate for
Balsa Wood, Cement, Sundries
naval training.
N
V-7 REQUIREMENTS LISTED
Men accepted for the V-7 training undergo a 30-day .indoctrinaUniversity of Connecticut enroll- tion period as apprentice seamen
ment
has jumped from slightly during which they receive $21 per
Anderson, S. C.
over 1,400 students to 1,700, setting month. Then they are transferred
a new record.
to naval reserve schools where
they are given a three-months
ANDERSON, S. C.
course as midshipmen, receiving
MAIN STREET
$8' per month and rations.
On successful completion of the
course they are commissioned en"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"
signs in the U. S. naval reserve
with a base pay of $125 per month
and allowances totaling $58 per
month if not quartered on a naval
reservation or assigned to sea
Complete Automotive Service
Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
duty.
The quota of 1,000 men for the
Figure . .N.
• OPEN ALL NIGHT •
two districts is a part of a national quota of 7,000. seniors and
college graduates and 7,000 college
Located In Rear Of Ottaray Hotel
juniors to be enrolled throughout
the nation.
Greenville, S. C.
Candidates, in addition to meetBECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO
ing .the educational qualifications,
must be in good health, native
born, between the ages of 19 and
29, unmarried, and agreed to remain unmarried until completion
of the mmidshipmen training.
They also must be of good repute
in their community and "possess
officer-like qualities."
Graduates holding any one of
the following degrees from an accrediated university or college and
having sufficient mathematics credits can qualify; bachelor of arts,
bachelor of science, any engineerSIX THIRTY ONE SOUTH MAIN ST.,
ing degree, bachelor of business
PHILADELPHIA, P£.
administration, bachelor of commercial science, bachelor of jour•
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
nalism, bachelor of laws. At least
two onesemester courses in matheAnderson, South Carolina
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.
matics, including a course in plane
trigonometry are required.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
South

Colonel Charles Sweeny, inter-*
nationally known soldier of fortune and organizer of the American Eagle squadron now serving
with the RAP in England, will
speak to the corps Tuesday night
on "Air Warfare, Now and Tomorrow."
His appearance is being sponsored by the fellowship club, local
civic service organization. Dr. D.
C. Sheldon, secretary, is in charge
of arrangements.
The eminent war lecturer will be
presented as a part of the club's
civic service program, and in line
with a plan, now under consideration, to present speakers of this
kind at Clemson throughout the
school year.
Coloney Sweeney, who has. served with the armies of the United
States, China, Prance, Russia, and
innumerable others, is particularly
sound in the analysis of the present position of the United States BEN F. ROBERTSON, JR.
in world affairs, observers say. His
comment on the Par Eastern situ- Robertson To Cover
ation will be if especial interest
in view of our present relation Iceland For Paper
with Japan and in light, of ColoBen R. Robertson, Clemson's nanel Sweeney's experience in the
tionally known journalist and news
Orient.
analyst, will leave for Iceland in
Although his service has includ- two weeks, where he will serve as
ed duty with every type of mili- war correspondent for PM, New
tary organization, Col. Sweeny's York daily news paper.
lecture will probably be principalRobertson, who. was stationed in
ly concerned with air warfare, the England during the first year and
air force, the effect of bombard- a half of the war and returned
ment of the morale of a people, to Clemson late last Spring, is the
author of the inside story, on Briand other related subjects.
Fellowship club officers said last tain at War, "I Saw England."
The local newsman will be in
week that if this lecture is a success, with the student body and Iceland for one month, and will
with the people of the surround- then return to Clemson.
ing communities, that the club
will probably try to bring a series
of lecturers to the campus connected with bringing men like
Coloney Sweeny to the campus.
This will' be taken care of, Dr.
Sheldon said, by a very small admission fee. '

Pood has an important role to
play in the Victory program. To
provide for the increasing domestic
consumption, military
and
Lend-Lease needs, and for various
nutrition programs, the United
States must and will produce
more food in 1942 than it has in
any previous year of its existence.
These programs are resulting in
greatly increased activities in the
Agricultural Marketing Service of
the Deepartment of Agriculture.
This Service is in need of Marketing Specialists and Supervisors of
Grain Inspection and the Civil
Service Commission has announced examinations through which
these men will be recruited.
One examination covers two
grades—Assistant Marketing Specialist (Fresh or Canned Fruits and
Vegetables) $2,600 a year, and
Junior Marketing Specialist (Canned Fruits and Vegetables and
other specified optional subjects)
$2,000 a year. The grain inspection examination is announced to
secure Junior Supervisors at $2,000 a year.
Copies of the announcement and
application forms may be obtained at any first or second class post
office or from the Civil Service
commission in Washington, D. C.
Applications for both examinations
must be filed with the Commission
not later than February 16, 1942.

CLEMSON STUDENTS

ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM
GREENVILLE, S. C.

DOBBS HATS
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
ANDERSON'S FINEST

The Anderson Hardware Co.
TWO STORES

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
M A Y F AIR GRILL

INC.

DAN TASSEY
South Carolina's Largest
Exclusive Body Rebuilders

MAIN AT EARLEST.

PAUL FOSTER'S GARAGE

WHY?

The Clemson College Laundry

• UPHOLSTERING
• SEAT COVERS

• GLASS REPLACEMENT.

GREENVILLE,

_';-_.__-, SOUTH CAROLINA

Phone 25

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

—AT—

SULLIVAIV
HARDWARE CO. 1^1

